Year 3 Autumn, History

Lets Build
(changes around the world, from the Stone Age to the Iron Age, focusing on the impact on Britain.)
Working towards ...Building a iron Age fort with mechanical element.

Prior Learning (skills and knowledge)
Essential skills
Previously, Chn have …
• Studied types of materials and their properties (Y2 science)
• Mapped UK countries and continents of the world.
• Put historical events on a timeline (GfoL Y2 history)
• Used artefacts to learn about the past (Toys Y1 history)
They have learnt about…
• Travel and exploration (Y1 and Y2 humanities )
• Farming in the UK (Y2 geography/science)

Key vocabulary to be taught/embedded
General historical: dates, era, change, chronology, civilizations,
ancient, historical sources and time period. Primary and secondary
sources of evidence.
Stone Age: ancestors, consequence, climate
Nomadic, communal, archaeologists, scavenging, technology, migrate, predators, sophisticated and permanent.
Bronze Age: irrigation, extracting
Communication, states, preserved, intricate
Iron Age, conquest, legacy, fortified/fortifications, ore, efficient and
surplus.

This time Chn will …
• Use evidence to ask questions and find answers to questions
about the past.
• Suggest suitable sources of evidence for historical enquiries.
• Use more than one source of evidence for historical enquiry in
order to gain a more accurate understanding of history.
• Suggest causes and consequences of some of the main events
and changed in history.
• Give a broad overview of the life in Britain from ancient to
medieval times.
• Describe the social and cultural diversity of past society.
• Describe the characteristic features of the past including ideas,
beliefs, attitudes and experiences of men, women and children.
• Place events and artefacts on a timeline using dates.
• Understand the concept of change over time, representing
this, along with evidence on a timeline.

Geography Links

• Name and locate parts of the UK (archaeological sites, Celtic
regions and relevant parts of the world linked to travel and
transport))
• Changing of land patterns over time. (farming and movement of people)

Key content
Stone Age
• Food and farming: Changes in climate resulting in crops becoming readily available and stone age humans farming the land.
• Hunting: exploring use of stone tools (the Oldowan toolkit) to hunt animals, plants, fruits and berries. Difference between scavenging and hunting.
• Lifestyle: communal living ( cooking, furniture, sanitation and working lifestyles) and movement towards more permanent settlements. Early religious beliefs (beginnings of Stonehenge continuing into Bronze Age).
• Evidence: Archaeologists, tools, cave paintings and ancient sites (Skara Brae)
• Chronology: timeline of Stone Age period —> Bronze Age—> Iron Age and how this fits into the wider timeline of history taught
previously.
Bronze Age
•
Food and farming: use of metals such as bronze around the world ( first discovered by the Sumerian people in Iraq affecting the
way food was farmed. Invention of the wheel and systems of irrigation.
•
Lifestyle: Travel and exploration- trade with other settlements, movement of settlements and impact on customs and beliefs.
Beliefs including burials and use of single graves and cremation. Culture and pastimes ( craft workers making intricate objects like
jewellery, artwork and ornaments linked to wealth.
•
Evidence: artifacts (wheel at Must Farm Quarry, Cambridgeshire) , weapons and brooches. Burial sites (Amesbury Archer in Wiltshire) and possessions found in burial sites.
Iron Age
•
Food and farming: use of iron as a stronger and more versatile metal. Extraction of iron from iron ore as a harder and readily
available metal than bronze. Important Role of the blacksmith in its use. Farming tools evolving as a result e.g. ards. Food production, preservation (smoking and salting) and storage. Landowners became more wealthy.
•
Lifestyle: Travel and exploration– Celt legacy of language, beliefs and culture. Conflict– iron armor, helmets and weapons used
between tribes to attack villagers, crops and animals and the building of safe and fortified settlements as a result. Armour and
Construction of settlements – hill forts and roundhouses e.g. Maiden castle and Old Oswestry.

